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Building Alpha REITs in a Climate Disrupted World
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Climate Alpha’s product suite guides the construction of resilient real estate portfolios in 
a climate disrupted world. 

Improve performance with Climate Alpha’s spatial finance approach

To help REITs construct alpha-generating, climate-aligned portfolios, Climate Alpha 
offers solutions, data, and tools grounded in our ‘spatial finance’ approach to drive 
resilient outperformance. Spatial finance is predicated on the idea that geographic 
location, the natural environment, and economic outcomes are interlinked. Spatial finance 
helps clients by providing top-down geographic selection based on criteria that ensure 
financially high-performing, climate-resilient assets. 

We believe investors can gain significantly more upside with the differentiated, and 
climate-aligned geographic and asset selection that our model provides. We use 
pattern-seeking, machine-learning models that ingest vast amounts of differentiated data, 
to identify  benchmark-beating locations and assets that might escape financial analysts 
using traditional research and analytical methods. 

For example, the chart below shows how a Climate Alpha hypothetical portfolio (“CA 
Portfolio”) has significantly outperformed the national average and the sample REITs 
between 2016-2021 and 2011-2021. This suggests that there is an important opportunity to 
construct better performing portfolios based on superior market selection. The CA Portfolio 
was constructed from the 200 highest performing zip codes from 20 major metropolitan 
areas2 over the last 5 years. 

About the Provider: Climate Alpha is a location analysis platform for our complex future. It employs advanced 
machine-learning techniques combining socioeconomic, demographic, and market indicators with multiple climate 
scenarios to generate property valuations for every year to 2040. 

Climate Alpha’s selected markets outperform top REITs
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Avoid high-risk locations for a climate-resilient portfolio

Our analysis also demonstrates that a sizable number of REITs must reduce exposure to 
climate risk to ensure portfolio resilience to climate change. 

At-risk REITs can use our tools and data uncover high-risk geographies to avoid, 
based on both climate and non-climate criteria. As an example, the map below 
features our analysis of core-based statistical areas (CBSAs) that feature both high 
mortgage delinquency and high climate risk. Such screening can help investors to 
avoid excessive risk exposure in their portfolios. These results can be further analysed 
under different climate change or other user-generated scenarios. 

Map: Concerned CBSAs with High Mortgage Delinquency and High Climate Risks3

3.  Methodology: A zip code is considered at-risk if its risk score for any particular climate risk category is ranked among the top 5% 
nationally. A CBSA is considered to have high exposure to climate risk when more than 10% of its zip codes are at-risk to any 
particular climate risk category. A CBSA is considered to have a high mortgage delinquency when more than 2% of its 
mortgages are 90 or more days delinquent. A CBSA is marked as ‘Concerned Area’ when it satisfies both conditions.

Risk category Number of REITs with 
substantial exposure*

% of REITs with 
substantial exposure

Flood 114 16.17%

Wildfire 94 13.34%

Storm/Hurricane 75 10.63%

Drought 211 29.92%

Heat 89 12.62%

Table 1: A significant and growing share of REITs have “substantial” climate risk exposure



Climate Alpha’s REIT Solutions
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Climate Alpha REIT solutions include:  

(I) REIT Portfolio Analysis leveraging Climate Price™ risk-adjusted valuation and 
return forecasts from 2023 to 2040 under multiple climate scenarios and Resilience 
Index™ risk, vulnerability and readiness scores for 40,000+ U.S. zip codes and Canada.

(II) REIT Sustainability Scores to benchmark REIT properties and portfolios based on 
over/under-exposure to market performance and resilient geography, and asset and 
fund-level rankings to support disposition and acquisition strategies. 

(III) Alpha REIT portfolio construction of  thematic or hybrid REITs using Alpha 
Finder™ to filter and screen top-performing locations according to indicators such as 
climate resilience, renewable energy, municipal debt, infrastructure spending, 
demographics, labor market trends, and dozens of other variables, with further 
stress-testing through our Scenario Forecaster™. 

SPOTLIGHT: Atlas Sustainable REIT Index

Atlas Capital has built a total return swap index with sustainable REITs as a 
substantial share of the total asset allocation. However, identifying the most 

climate-resilient REITs requires datasets and methodologies not available in the 
public domain. Using multiple datasets of REIT property locations, types, and 

market returns, we provide a quarterly valuation forecast for the Atlas Sustainable 
REIT Index that covers more than 200 REITs and 150,000+ properties across the US 
and Canada. Climate Alpha’s interactive, customized dashboard allows Atlas Capital 
to sort and rank buildings according to our Climate Price™ risk-adjusted valuations 

under multiple RCP/SSP scenarios as well as our location specific Resilience 
Index™ scores.
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Climate Alpha can work with REITs on an opportunistic and open-ended basis to 
construct a diversified and climate-resilient portfolio of assets with the aim to 
outperform existing benchmarks, encouraging both greater adaptation and 
liquidity in this vital asset class.   

The performance of the FTSE Nareit US Real Estate Index Series for the 2010-2021 
period has been anything but consistent, with significant volatility represented 
through sizable gains and losses year over year. This highlights the need for a new 
series of REIT-focused tradable products which (a) leverage new data to be used in 
the asset allocation and capital deployment process and (b) seek to identify 
significant mispriced assets, providing alpha generation opportunities across the 
REIT sector, as well as for related GICS sectors open to an investment universe 
comprised of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), single and multi-equity strategies.

A suggested breakdown by asset type is given below. Asset selection will initially 
be limited to North America, as Climate Alpha’s model has already been 
back-tested and deployed in the US and Canada for existing clients. 

Alpha REIT Composition

Asset Sector Description

Land Greenfield, brownfield, state privatization

Agriculture Distributed transport and storage, “Farms of the Future,” secondary 
processing, alternative protein

Residential Single-family, multi-family, build-to-rent

Commercial Office, retail, mixed-use

Industrial Logistics, warehousing, self-storage, cold storage, recycling plants

Energy Utilities, renewables (wind/solar/hydro), Battery plants

Technology Data centers, Digitization Hubs, additive manufacturing plants

Climate Solutions Reforestation, carbon sinks

Transportation Airports, roads

Secondary Liquid 
Markets Public equities supporting above categories



Climate Alpha’s SaaS Model at Work
Harness the power of data blending for combined insights

2. Climate Alpha also offers data blending capabilities to generate 
comparative forecasts leveraging combined insights from Climate Alpha 
and customer data.

Client Asset Geolocation Data

Asset-level Price 
Predictions 

(A) + Client Proprietary Data

CA Data + Proprietary ML Model

Multiple, Customisable 
Scenarios Feature Analysis

Market Indicators, indices, and research:
Time-series or non-time series data with 

locational tags
Both numerical or categorical data are 

supported

(A) Standard Asset / Portfolio Modelling

Use Climate Alpha API to provide: 
Property addresses or zip code 

Property type (asset class)
Time horizon (optional)

Scenario preference (optional)

(B) Data Blending for Combined Insights

(A) Fed Through (B) Used to Retrain
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1. Customers receive an institutional login to Climate Alpha’s platform 
for data uploads, data visualizations, and report generation

About the Provider: Climate Alpha is a location analysis platform for our complex future. It employs advanced 
machine-learning techniques combining socioeconomic, demographic, and market indicators with multiple climate 
scenarios to generate property valuations for every year to 2040. 




